Week of: Feb. 10-14, 2020

Parent’s Initials: _______

Classroom News
-Ms. Crabtree’s Class-

Spelling Words:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

carry
bunny
happy
muddy
berry
furry
puppy
sorry
merry
jelly
hurry
pretty
cherry
worry
funny

Problem of the Day
(POD):

8x8=64
8x9=72
72/8=9

64/8=8
9x8=72
72/9=8

Multiplication for the
Week: 6’s and 7’s
Word Study Skill:
Attached to the back of this sheet.
** Make sure to practice these at
home! They wiill be difficult if you
don’t.

Test Dates:
Friday, 2/14— Spelling, Vocabulary, Verbs, POD,
Reading
Weekly Objectives:
Reading: Character Traits
Math: Fractions
Grammar: Conjunctions/ Types of Sentences
History/Science: Presidents & Branches of
Government/ Food Chains
Fry Phrases
List 3— Test on Feb. 14th

Important Dates:
Feb. 12— 3rd Grade Field Trip
Feb. 12— Progress Reports
Feb. 14— Valentine’s Dance, $5
Feb. 27— Blast from the Past, $3
Vocabulary Words:

participant: someone who is actively involved in
an activity or sport
regulate: to control or monitor things by
watching over them
jubilant: to feel or express great happiness or
triumph
cue: something that is said or done that serves as
a signal
spectacle: an event that causes a scene and
many people watch
official: to be more formal and organized, taken
more serious
straightforward: easy to understand, told or
seen in a way that is not complicated
gullet: the place in the throat where food passes
down into the stomach
technique: a specific way of doing or saying
something
miniuscule: very tiny or small
competitive: to participate in an event where
you are trying hard to beat others
massive: extremely large, big
bragging: to tell others all about how great you
are or talking on and on about your success
cram: to shove a bunch of things into a space

Homophones
SOund the same, but are
spelled differently and have
different meanings

